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The rates at which crystals nucleate and grow from a supersaturated solu on are essen al inputs to solidiﬁca on models in a
variety of contexts. These include materials synthesis and processing, and understanding the forma on of harmful biological
crystals such as kidney stones. In principle, these rates can be
obtained from atomis c computer modelling. Unfortunately the
mescales involved are generally inaccessible to “brute force” simula on. Instead one resorts to biased simula on techniques (umbrella sampling, metadynamics and others), or the rate can be
computed via path sampling approaches (transi on interface sampling, milestoning and more).
All of these methods rely to some extent on dimensionality reducon - iden fying a scalar func on (some mes called a reac on
coordinate) of all degrees of freedom which quan ﬁes progress
along the nuclea on and growth pathway. It is argued that the
op mal choice for this func on is the commi or pB - the probability that a given conﬁgura on of the system will evolve to the
ﬁnal crystal state under some appropriate choice of stochas c dynamics, i.e. that it will reach state B (the crystal) before state A,
the parent phase from which the crystal nucleates.
Calcula on of the commi or is hugely expensive. For each conﬁgura on of the system, one must simulate a large number of
trajectories to reduce the sta s cal uncertainty associated with
the corresponding es mate of pB . Rou ne calcula on of pB is
hence impossible and one normally resorts to somewhat arbitrary
choices for the reac on coordinate. If this commi or could be
computed rapidly from a given input conﬁgura on, predic ons
of nuclea on rates (and kine cs of rare events in general) would
be greatly improved.
There has been long-standing interest in using machine learning
approaches to calculate pB . This has been tested on small problems involving conforma onal changes in small molecules [1], but
never in the context of crystallisa on. The proposed project will
explore this possibility using the simplest possible nuclea on problem - the forma on of “crystals” in the Ising la ce gas model.
Here the parent phase is represented by a sparsely populated
cubic la ce under thermodynamic condi ons (temperature and
chemical poten al) at which the “crystal” phase (fully occupied
la ce - ﬁg 1 right) is most stable.
Such calcula ons are certainly feasible (at least for small la ces)
due to two developments. Firstly one can rapidly calculate the
commi or directly for such systems using GPUs. The Ising model
is suﬃciently simple that one can evolve the stochas c dynamics of the la ce using a single CUDA core, allowing thousands of
trajectories to be generated concurrently on a single GPU device
[2]. Training/valida on data for the neural network can therefore
be generated much more rapidly than for any detailed chemical
model.
Secondly, so ware to train neural networks from high-dimensional
input data (such as Keras + TensorFlow) is now readily available.

Figure 1: Snapshots of a “crystal” nucleus within a saturated la ce gas
(phase A - le ) and a crystalline conﬁgura on (phase B - right). The commitor pB is the probability that a conﬁgura on such as that on the le
will reach a crystalline conﬁgura on.

Inputs to the network could be the complete Ising conﬁgura on
(i.e. list of occupied la ce sites), or one could explore the most
important feature inputs. For example the number and size/shape
distribu on of clusters. Other machine learning techniques may
be more expedient (e.g. Gaussian processes) and the student will
have freedom to choose the most appropriate.
The miniproject will follow the usual approach of genera ng data,
using the GPU-based la ce gas implementa on. This will be separated into training and valida on sets. Of par cular interest is
an understanding of how many trajectories are required for each
sample of the commi or, how many samples are required for
a given accuracy, and how to op mally sample input conﬁguraons. For example, training data involving mul ple large nuclei
is unlikely to be relevant as such conﬁgura ons are sta s cally
insigniﬁcant along the most probable nuclea on trajectories. It
will also be important to ensure that the sta s cal uncertainty in
the training data is correctly propagated into the es mate of the
commi or.
A poten al follow-on PhD project will link into an ac ve EPSRC
programme grant on realis c crystallisa on. Here we would use
the calculated commi or to accelerate minimal la ce-based simula ons which explore how compe on between mul ple nuclei
is modiﬁed (and poten ally controlled) by the presence of spacial and temporal inhomogenei es in temperature and concentra on. We are also interested in how introduc on of addi onal
la ce species (e.g. templa ng surfaces or impuri es) can select
one crystal polymorph over another. Ul mately we aim to use
such simula ons as proxy models within a predic ve modelling
framework for polymorph selec on.
The project would suit a student interested in computa onal sta scs, machine learning and high performance compu ng. A strong
background in computer programming (in any language) and sta scs would be beneﬁcial.
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